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I. Background & Summary
Background
On April 20, 2015, in the Federal Register (Vol 80, No
75, pages 21918-21960), the Department of Labor (DOL)
published proposed changes to the definitions of what
is a fiduciary, what constitutes conflicts of interest, and
retirement investment advice. Written comments on the
proposed regulation were to be accepted up through July
6, but have been extended to July 20.

21918
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accordance with either US GAAP or
International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) as issued by the
International Accounting Standards
Board (IASB). If the financial statements
comply with IFRS as issued by the
IASB, such compliance must be
explicitly and unreservedly stated in the
notes to the financial statements.
The financial statements included
pursuant to this item may be condensed,
unaudited, and are not required to be
reviewed. For additional guidance on
presentation of the financial statements
refer to Rule 8–03(a) of Regulation S–X.
The financial statements must include
the following:
(a) An interim consolidated balance
sheet as of the end of the six month
period covered by this report and a
balance sheet as of the end of the
preceding fiscal year. An interim
balance sheet as of the end of the
corresponding six month interim period
of the preceding fiscal year need not be
provided unless necessary for an
understanding of the impact of seasonal
fluctuations on the issuer’s financial
condition.
INFORMATION TO BE INCLUDED IN
(b) Interim consolidated statements of
REPORT
income must be provided for the six
month interim period covered by this
Item 1. Management’s Discussion and
report and for the corresponding period
Analysis of Financial Condition and
of the preceding fiscal year. Income
Results of Operations
statements must be accompanied by a
Set forth the information required by
statement that in the opinion of
Item 9(a), (b), and (d) of Form 1–A for
management all adjustments necessary
the interim period for which financial
in order to make the interim financial
statements are required by Item 3 below. statements not misleading have been
included.
ItemTHE
2. Other
Information
OFFICE OF
FEDERAL
REGISTER
(c) Interim statements of cash flows
Set forth any information required to
must be provided for the six month
be disclosed in a report on Form 1–U
interim period covered by this report
during the semiannual period covered
and for the corresponding period of the
by this Form 1–SA, but not reported,
preceding fiscal year.
whether or not otherwise required by
(d) Footnote and other disclosures
this Form 1–SA. If disclosure of such
should
be provided as needed for fair
information is made under this item, it
presentation and to ensure that the
need not be repeated in a report on
financial statements are not misleading.
Form 1–U that would otherwise be
required to be filed with respect to such Refer to Rule 8–03(b) of Regulation S–
information or in a subsequent report on X for examples of disclosures that may
be
needed.
Form 1–U.
(e) Financial Statements of
Item 3. Financial Statements
Guarantors and Issuers of Guaranteed
Securities. Financial statements of a
The appropriate financial statements
subsidiary that issues securities
set forth below of the issuer, or the
guaranteed by the parent or guarantees
issuer and its predecessors or any
PO 00000 Frm 00001 Fmt 4710 Sfmt 4710 E:\FR\FM\20APWS.LOC 20APWS
securities issued by the parent must be
businesses to which the issuer is a
presented as required by Rule 3–10 of
successor must be filed as part of the
Regulation S–X, except that the periods
Form 1–SA.
Unless the issuer is a Canadian
presented are those required by this
company, financial statements must be
item and the financial statements need
prepared on a consolidated basis in
not be audited.
accordance with generally accepted
Item 4. Exhibits
accounting principles in the United
a separate hyperlink to the incorporated
document on EDGAR. A hyperlink need
not remain active after the filing of the
report, except that amendments to the
report must update any hyperlinks
referred to in the amendment that are
inactive.
(2) Reference may not be made to any
document if the portion of such
document containing the pertinent
information includes an incorporation
by reference to another document.
Incorporation by reference to documents
not available on EDGAR is not
permitted. Information shall not be
incorporated by reference or crossreferenced in any case where such
incorporation would render the
statement or report incomplete, unclear,
or confusing. Incorporating information
into the financial statements from
elsewhere is not permitted.
(3) If any substantive modification has
occurred in the text of any document
incorporated by reference since such
document was filed, the issuer must file
with the reference a statement
containing the text and date of such
modification.
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(b) File, as exhibits to this Form, the
exhibits required by Form 1–A, except
for the exhibits required by paragraphs
1, 12, and 13 of Item 17.
SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of
Regulation A, the issuer has duly caused
this report to be signed on its behalf by
the undersigned, thereunto duly
authorized.
(Exact name of issuer as specified in its charter) lllllllllllllllllll
By (Signature and Title) lllllllll
Date llllllllllllllllll
Pursuant to the requirements of Regulation
A, this report has been signed below by the
following persons on behalf of the issuer and
in the capacities and on the dates indicated.
By (Signature and Title) lllllllll
Date llllllllllllllllll
By (Signature and Title) lllllllll
Date llllllllllllllllll
Note: The text of Form 1–SA will not
appear in the Code of Federal Regulations.
■

15. Add § 239.93 to read as follows:

§ 239.93

Form 1–U.

This form shall be used for filing
current reports under Regulation A
(§§ 230.251–230.263 of this chapter).
■ 16. Add Form 1–U (referenced in
§ 239.92) to read as follows:
UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND
EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 20549
FORM 1–U
CURRENT REPORT PURSUANT TO
REGULATION A
Date of Report (Date of earliest event reported) lllllllllllllllll
(Exact name of issuer as specified in its charter) lllllllllllllllllll
State or other jurisdiction of incorporation or
organization lllllllllllllll
(I.R.S. Employer Identification No.) llll
(Full mailing address of principal executive
offices) lllllllllllllllll
(Issuer’s telephone number, including area
code) llllllllllllllllll
Title of each class of securities issued pursuant to Regulation A: lllllllllll
lllllllllllllllllllll

If the rule is enacted as written, it will cause a severe disruption for many securities brokers and dealers but will
be devastating for those who sell annuities and those
who want to buy annuities. The disruption will negatively affect the 50 percent plus of consumers who purchase
an annuity as their Individual Retirement Account (IRA).
Blue: forms
3025C
Additionally, it sets in motion a process that will more than likely eliminate all traditional
Red: 7620C
black
of compensation other than fee-based and, consequently, eliminate thousands of smallBlack:
andis just
meTag: is 70% tint of black
dium-sized businesses who rely on commissionable and asset-based compensation in addition to
the fee-for-advice model. It will also likely pull in non-qualified retirement annuities under the
guise of “harmonization.”
21:19 Apr 17, 2015
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States (US GAAP). If the issuer is a
Canadian company, such financial
statements must be prepared in

VerDate Sep<11>2014
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Jkt 235001

(a) An exhibits index must be
presented immediately preceding the
first signature page of the report.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

A. Rules as to Use of Form 1–U.
(1) This Form shall be used for
current reports pursuant to Rule
257(b)(4) of Regulation A (§§ 230.251–
230.263).
(2) A report on this Form is required
to be filed, as applicable, upon the
occurrence of any one or more of the
events specified in Items 1—9 of this
Form. Unless otherwise specified, a

E:\FR\FM\20APR2.SGM

20APR2

The DOL’s proposed fiduciary standard does not live up to its very own definition of “best interest” because it adds cost and confusion with multiple layers of rules, compliance and disclosure
requirements from multiple regulators all forced on the same market participants. If adopted,
the consumer’s best interest will be harmed and their ability to save for retirement stymied. In
particular, when giving insurance advice to purchase an annuity, the proposed Rule is a jurisdictional jump ball with conflicting, extraneous, and burdensome compliance hoops, leaving the
consumer adrift in a sea of regulators.
Americans for Annuity Protection does not disparage the seriousness or intent of the department
in proposing this rule. However, motives and intent are not at issue — the outcome is. And the
outcome is that the regulations prescribed by the rule will in fact make it more difficult, and in
some cases not even possible, for middle- and lower-income consumers to save for retirement
and protect their savings with annuities.
The DOL, without reliable supporting analysis, concludes that the mere existence of compensation that is either based on commission or fees charged for assets under management is inherently a conflict of interest. The DOL’s analysis does not include or even take into account any
additional level of services provided and benefits received that directly address a consumer’s
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unique need for information and customized analysis and advice. This study will show that the
DOL’s proposal is poorly formed, and based on inconclusive and conflicting analysis.
The study will show that the flawed assumptions do not justify wiping out Americans’ ability
to choose products that meet their needs, and an entire industry providing solutions for those
needs. In addition, the study will show that the “evidence” provided to support the proposal is
shoddily constructed, misinterpreted, often misapplied, and contradicts the department’s conclusions.
Summary
Under this Rule, all annuity sales involving qualified funds will require that the sale, regardless of
license held, complies with a new fiduciary standard. This is an additional burden to the insurance advisor’s existing statutory requirement to make
annuity recommendations that meet the customer’s
Annuity agents are
unique needs and financial objectives.

required by law to
review all the client’s
3025C
interests, needsBlue:
and
Red:
7620C
Black: is just black
objectives.
Tag: is 70% tint of black

Let’s state that again for clarity: annuity agents are required by law to review all the client’s interests, needs
and objectives. The study will show the intensive and
detailed information the agent is required to obtain
from the client and validate that the recommendation
of a fixed annuity is in the client’s best interest. The study will further show the insurance company review of the information and assessment before any policy is issued, and continued liability of any sale deemed unsuitable, serves the client’s interest much more uniformly and constructively than random audits conducted for fiduciary compliance.

Let’s not get hung up on the noun or the strict dictionary definition of suitability. Rather, let’s focus on the legal duties imposed, the system of supervision and market conduct required, and the
ultimate insurer’s liability to return annuity funds when a sale is deemed unsuitable. The DOL
report does not refute that point — in fact, our Study will show that the very same evidence the
DOL uses for its case supports maintaining the current system to safeguard consumers.
But before we begin, we feel it is imperative to point out how dire this situation is. It is common
knowledge that Americans do not have enough money saved for retirement and that lack of preparedness is the source of considerable anxiety on the part of consumers and the governments
that will have to cope with this uncertain and unnerving future.
As professionals from the insurance industry, we are well aware of this grave state of affairs because the life insurance industry is chiefly concerned with risk. As such, we also know that annuities are the only dependable guarantee against the risk of running out of money during an
individual’s lifetime and the risk of losing money to badly chosen and/or managed securities.
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That guarantee is built on a foundation of reserves, regulation and more than a century of evidence that the insurance industry stands by its word more than any other financial industry. A
mutual fund, security, or even a bond cannot promise that the owner will not run out of money.
Investment advisors can only make their best guess and hope.
We have seen over the past few decades how that turned out for ordinary Americans. Today, every
9 seconds an American retires. That means every 9 seconds someone is relying on a prescribed
income that they hope will last until they take their last breath. During the Great Recession,
Americans lost over $5 trillion in their savings and pensions. While much of that has come back,
can Americans relying on their investments and living on a fixed income afford another financial
devastation? Where will the money come from? Even in a time of unprecedented stock market
growth, more and more people are frightened about their financial futures and have saved very
little to secure it. This is a time crying out for more security and guarantees, not less. Americans
need more access to professionals to help chart their later years, not fewer channels of advice.
If this rule goes into effect as is, it will establish conditions that will keep ordinary consumers
from getting the advice and assistance they so desperately need. And instead, this will place
more
Blue: 3025C
Red: 7620C
of Americans’ money in risky investments while sending more wealth into the already
ample
Black: is just black
Tag: is 70% tint of black
coffers of Wall Street firms.
With this rule and the precedence it sets, average Americans will be forced to choose between
paying fees for advice or going it alone. In a time when middle-class consumers are struggling
with college costs for their children, medical expenses for their families and caring for infirm
and underfunded parents, they will be told to spend even more money for advice, or more time
to research their options on their own.
And even though Congress, through the Dodd-Frank Act, directed the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) to examine the fiduciary standard, the DOL has rushed in with its own version. The department’s rickety case is in itself evidence of the claim this is a Rule in search of a
problem.
An often stated objective is to “update an outdated” law. However, the DOL has updated the 1974
Rule through amendments and clarifications at least 50 times, beginning as early as 1975. No
reasonable person could categorize the new Rule as an “amendment” or a “clarification.” Rather,
it is a wholesale reconstruction of the employer-sponsored plan marketplace and bleeds into the
private IRA marketplace. Given the considerable disruption and costs involved with implementation, oversight and enforcement in all sectors of the retirement plan industry; and, given that
the SEC is the only agency Congress has authorized to consider the issue, we argue that DOL
should withdraw their Rule.
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When federal securities’ laws were enacted, Congress drew a distinction between broker dealers, regulated as salespeople under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, and investment advisers,
regulated as advisers under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Those laws also regulate what
constitutes as “investment advice.” In 1974, Congress enacted the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act (ERISA), which defined that a fiduciary duty was between the advisor and the Plan.
ERISA also recognized the unique role of insurance advice and the sale of an annuity by providing an insurance annuity exemption called Prohibited Transaction Exemption (PTE) 84-24. We
say emphatically that insurance, and in particular, annuity advice, should be carved out of this
Rule for the sake of Americans who need access to a dependable promise for their futures.
If the proposed rule is passed without retaining the existing annuity exemption, then we are on
a collision course between insurance and investment regulations, multiple jurisdiction and governance, business-killing compliance issues, and mass consumer confusion resulting in less consumer protection. Congress has long recognized
that insurance is built on tradition and trust. Our
If the proposed rule is
legislative leaders for most of the 20th century enshrined this institution in its laws.
Blue: 3025C
passed without retain-

Red: 7620C
Black: is just black
Tag: is 70% tint of black

ing the existing annuity

Today, less than 1 percent of all employer-sponexemption, then we are
sored plans offer annuities1. So for many Amerion a collision course
cans, the only option for security and lifetime income is an annuity IRA. Americans for Annuity
between insurance and
Protection believes that imposing both a fiduciary
investment regulations,
standard and a suitability standard on the sale of
annuities will even further erode their availability
for Americans. We believe the only course is maintaining the 1974 ERISA Annuity Exemption
to provide the consumer much more protection than the confusing and conflicting obligations
proposed by the DOL. If necessary, since Congress directed the SEC to review a fiduciary standard, we believe Congress can take action to halt the devastation this Rule will have and protect
Americans so they can effectively save for retirement with minimal disruption and cost.

II. White House Memo Citations Do Not Support a
Fiduciary-only Conclusion
A White House Economic Adviser memo provides two White House economic advisers making
claims that using financial advisors or brokers (the memo uses the terms interchangeably) can
lead to exploitation of clients and cost consumers 0.35 to 0.5 percent — or maybe as much as 1
percent — in extra annual fees. The White House advisers attempt to buttress their conclusion by
1

A study for the U.S. Department of Labor, Employee Benefits Security Administration.
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providing partial citations on papers and studies that allegedly support their position. However,
after reading the main studies, Dr. Marrion concludes that either the studies don’t say what these
authors claim, or their supporting evidence is weak.
In fact, the papers appear to be no more than opinion pieces without statistical support.
For example, the memo mentions a Friesen & Sapp 2006 study that allegedly supports the notion that brokers churn business to drive up fees. We were unable to find any 2006 Friesen &
Sapp study, but we did find a 2007 paper titled “Mutual Fund Flows And Investor Returns: An
Empirical Examination Of Fund Investor Timing Ability” and it didn’t quite come to the same
conclusion [Friesen & Sapp, 2007].
The 2007 study found that when investors tried to time the stock market by moving in and out
of mutual funds, they had lower returns than those investors that didn’t try to time the market
— this was true whether the funds used were through a broker or not. While it was true that the
broker funds performed worse than the non-broker funds because non-broker funds had lower
fees, the study conclusion was that investors shouldn’t try to time the market, not that a
broker shouldn’t be used.
Blue: 3025C
Red: 7620C
Black: is just black
Tag: is 70% tint of black

In fact, the Friesen & Sapp study concludes that “a comparison of the performance of index fund
investors to that of non-index fund investors shows that both groups substantially underperform
due to poor timing decisions,” but this duality is ignored in the White House memo. If investors are uncomfortable with their timing and investment decisions, paying a professional to help
them might be their most important decision.
Another major study mentioned in the White House memo is a working paper supposedly showing that retirement plan participants using a broker had lower risk-adjusted returns [Chalmers
& Reuter, 2012]. This study did show that the brokered group earned 0.9 percent less annually
than the do-it-yourself group, but it omits an inconvenient truth. This retirement plan gave participants two options: they could meet and work with a broker, or they could pick their own investments and “here is an armload of reading material and a list of links to investment webinars,
good luck.”
The participants that used a broker were younger and less experienced. When asked why they
chose the broker option, 70 percent said the ability to meet with and talk to a broker was important to them. This brokered group recognized they needed professional help and chose to pay for
it.

Financial illiteracy is widespread in this country. The solution that academics and some regulators suggest is offering free or low-cost courses on finances, but that hasn’t worked in the
real world. There have been several studies where people were offered the courses, made to sit
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through courses, nagged by follow-up visits to remind them of what was taught in the courses,
and the bulk of the people remained financially illiterate. The reason was seldom lack of intellect.
It was usually because they were more comfortable relying on someone else, even if they had to
pay for it.
This White House memo is five pages long. Roughly a third of it lists the countries in recent years
that have banned the payment of commissions. The White House memo doesn’t say whether
these bans were arbitrarily put in place, or were supported by studies, and it admits they can’t
identify any new studies showing that the commission bans have been beneficial.
The memo itself does not demand a fiduciary standard. The point it really seems to be making
is that fees and especially commissions are always “bad” and that people saving for retirement
should just fend for themselves and hope it works out. How much to save? How much will they
need? What other expenses will they run into? Based on the memo, Americans will “save money”
by answering these questions themselves with no help from a financial or insurance expert.
But this biased and faulty memo gives ammunition for those desiring a fiduciary-only standard
and harms consumers who don’t know where to start or who can help them get to retirement.
Blue: 3025C
Red: 7620C
The White House has come out in support of a fiduciary standard.
Black: is just black
Tag: is 70% tint of black

III. Analysis of DOL Proposed Fiduciary Rule Assumptions
The DOL Proposal contains an exemption from the Conflict of Interest Rule to allow for the
sale of commissioned-based fixed annuities (defined as annuities not “treated as securities.”)
Technically, it amends Prohibited Transaction Exemption (PTE) 84-24 to permit a Best Interest
Contract Exemption for fixed annuities. This exemption permits the receipt of “reasonable”
commissions for sales on fixed insurance and fixed annuity products. The amount of the commission must be disclosed and a form delivered to the customer and retained by the selling agent.
The “supervising firm” must also have policies and procedures in place to ensure “best interest
standards.” The exemption applies not only to insurance licensed-only agents, but also to insurance-licensed brokers/advisors who also receive commissions on fixed annuity sales. Furthermore, insurance advisors (licensed only and brokers) would not be able to receive revenue
sharing, administrative and marketing fees from the insurance company and/or a third party.
Comments are directed toward both the proposal published in the Federal Register and the corresponding Fiduciary Investment Advice: Regulatory Impact Analysis released April 14, 2015.
The Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) passed in 1974 put the DOL in charge of
overseeing qualified (tax-advantaged) plans. At that time, the retirement plan world was effectively company pensions and it made sense to have the DOL oversee this. In the past 40 years, the pen-
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sion side has diminished and the employee/individual contribution side has exploded. It is a different world from 1974 and different regulatory oversight may be needed. But a one-size-fits-all,
fee-based fiduciary standard with little room and much paperwork for exemptions will not help
consumers. It will only make their retirement planning more confusing, costly and conflicted.
After reviewing both the proposed changes and the Fiduciary Investment Advice: Regulatory Impact Analysis, the main problem we face in opposing the proposed Rule is that it uses only facts
and non-facts-presented-as-facts to support a predetermined position, rather than looking at the
facts and seeing where they lead.
After review, here are three facts we can state:
• The DOL papers do not provide any direct data supporting the contention that the current
dual system of fiduciary and suitability standards harms fixed annuity consumers.
• The DOL position that their proposal will result in more asset growth for consumers than
the current system ignores specific real-world behavioral biases that impact investor decision
making and timing of investments.
Blue: 3025C
Red: 7620C
Black: is just black
Tag: is 70% tint of black

• The DOL position that their proposal will cause minimal impact and expense uses selective
information, ignores market realities, and in general, is specious and not credible.

Faulty Analysis & Conclusions
Disclaimers
The DOL says “Research has shown that disclaimers are ineffective in alerting retail investors
to the potential costs imposed by conflicts of interest” and then cites a study supposedly backing that claim. However, the study cited has nothing to do with retail investors or costs. It
involves an experiment where undergraduates threw dice for chances to win $5 Starbucks gift
cards [Lowenstein, 2011]. Yes, the college student study did try to test the effects of conflicts of
interest, but this research does not show disclaimers are ineffective with retail investors.
“Schwarcz and Siegelman argue that insurance agents can inefficiently withhold information
and distort consumer choices by providing misleading information ... though direct empirical
evidence about the frequency of such misbehavior is limited.” (DOL comment)
Contrary to the above comment from the DOL, the evidence of actual bad agent behavior is much
less “limited.” Schwarcz and Siegelman describe it as “scant,” but even that overstates it. A few
pages later, Schwarcz and Siegelman admit that “there are apparently no field experiments
involving insurance intermediaries in the US.” So there is no evidence. Therefore, the DOL
conclusion is not supported at all.
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Furthermore, if disclaimers are ineffective, how can they support the new disclosures required
by the exemptions and other aspects of the Rule and accounted for in the DOL’s Compliance
Costs table on Page 5 of the Rule?
Incentives and Compensation
“Insurance agents and brokers are compensated entirely or primarily by commissions resulting
from product sales. This creates an incentive to aggressively maximize sales, which is likely to
result in costly and economically inefficient efforts to attract new customers.” (DOL comment)
This conveniently leaves out the obvious that fee-based advisors are compensated entirely or
primarily on the fees they charge. This creates an incentive to aggressively maximize fees by increasing consultation time or decreasing consultation time and increasing fee customers, which
is likely to result in costly and economically inefficient efforts to lengthen appointments or attract new customers.
We do not agree with either of these hypotheses. Furthermore, the effect of the cause assumption
is contradictory. If I have more costs and inefficiencies by “aggressively maximizing sales,” why
wouldn’t I be incentivized to minimize sales to decrease my costs and increase my efficiency?
Blue: 3025C
Red: 7620C
More to the point, opinion presented as factual conclusion is not the most efficient or cost-effecBlack: is just black
Tag: is 70% tint of black
tive way to propose regulation.

The Rule’s Costs

The DOL admits
that moving from
a suitability based
model to a feebased fiduciary
model could result
in higher fees for
the consumer.

Consumer Costs
In the mutual fund segment of Fiduciary Investment Advice:
Regulatory Impact Analysis, the DOL says that not implementing its plan could cost IRA investors alone $210 billion
over the next 10 years ... No, wait, it could be $1 trillion over
20 years [page 7]. But on the next page, the DOL says it estimates it could save IRA investors $40 billion over the next
10 years ... No, wait, it could be $88 billion over 20 years ...
No, wait, “If only 50 percent were realized, the expected gains in this subset of the market would
total between $20 billion and $22 billion” [page 8]. The supposed “savings” to consumers is not
the only area where the numbers are, to put it politely, a little squishy.
The DOL admits that moving from a suitability based model to a fee-based fiduciary model could
result in higher fees for the consumer. However, “the costs for any customers who do potentially
convert to an advisory model would therefore be minimal as well, as they would be offset by the
benefits from receiving additional advice.” But won’t the advice need to be pared down to make
the time spent more cost-effective for advisors so they could charge more affordable fees? Again,
a contradiction. The DOL says it’s going with the fiduciary fee-based model to reduce consumer
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costs, but also admits it will raise consumer costs. However, the DOL understands this contradiction and explains it by defining fiduciary costs are “good” while suitability costs are “bad.”
Industry Costs
The first line says the compliance cost will be $2.4 to $5.7 billion over 10 years. Industry groups
say it will be $4.1 billion. At least the DOL is in the ballpark.
Agent Costs
The DOL admits the cost of Errors & Omission insurance will increase by an estimated
10 percent or $87 million a year, but says it doesn’t matter because “this transfer could even be
considered as contributing to a just outcome because those harmed are now compensated.” They
unbelievably take this idea further, essentially saying that the increase doesn’t really cost anything because the lost profits have merely been transferred from the broker/dealer to the
E&O insurer and thus no one really incurred a cost.
Social Costs
“Transitional frictions may introduce some social costs.” (DOL comment)
Blue: 3025C
7620C
Let’s assume an agent or advisor just starting out would need a minimum income of Red:
$60,000.
Black: is just black
Tag: is 70%on
tint of black
So, a new annuity agent might need to sell $1 to $2 million of fixed annuities a year (based
commissions of 3-6 percent). A registered rep in a Broker/Dealer would need $2.5 to $4 million
of trades (assuming a 60 percent payout and a 2.5 to 4 percent average commission) and a feebased advisor would need $10 million of assets (at 1 percent fees assuming 60 percent net to the
advisor).

For the moment, fixed annuity agents can still earn a commission, so they may be able to survive
under the change if they can afford the fiduciary liability costs and increased compliance costs.
But a new registered rep won’t hit their minimum income level for roughly three years and may
not be able to survive.
The DOL plan discourages people from entering the financial services industry and will probably cause some smaller firms to close — but the DOL says that’s just the social costs of some
transitional friction.
Confused and Conflicted Information
“IRA investors are likely to be even more hard pressed to assess the quality of advice related to
insurance products, mainly fixed and variable annuities. These products are notoriously complex. Their fees likewise are complex and difficult to interpret. “(p. 79)
— and then the report talks only about variable annuities.
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The DOL makes a point of saying that insurance product commissions are often substantially
higher than securities commissions and says “[s]uch high and variable commissions can encourage agents and brokers to recommend products that are not suitable.” Yet they fail to acknowledge or inform that the state suitability statute makes selling an unsuitable annuity against the
law and the law also requires every sale to be reviewed by the insurance company before a policy
can be issued AND the insurance company is liable for any unsuitable sales.
They also spend a paragraph detailing the evils of contingent commissions, before admitting that
everything they read said these had nothing to do with retail annuities. However, as indicated
previously, none of their sources can show where any consumer has ever been damaged by the
current annuity suitability standard, and completely ignores the actuarial reality that fee-based
advising not only results in higher costs over time, but creates a conflict of interest if the consumer’s “best interest” is served by reducing the AUM and buying a fixed annuity.
2014 Consumer Complaints
Total Securities

17509
9693

NASAA

5014

SEC (top 10)

2802

FINRA
NAIC All Annuities
NAIC Other Annuities
NAIC FIAs

Blue: 3025C
Red: 7620C
Black: is just black
Tag: is 70% tint of black

508
431
77

As shown, the fiduciary-only standard argument is weak on empirical and supportive facts. It is not
surprising that the public relations campaign focuses the arguments in favor as basically a morality
play between good and evil, with commissions and commissioned annuity agents as the evil.

IV. The Fiduciary-Only Standard Harms Consumers MOST
Many of those that desire a fiduciary-only standard are no doubt well-intended, but they fail to
prove the case that the suitability standard used by broker/dealers and fixed annuity agents is
not serving consumers well and this is especially true with fixed annuity agents. Indeed, in 2014,
consumer complaints involving securities and advisors represented over 97 percent of combined
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annuity and securities complaints. The reason that 99.97
percent of annuity owners have not complained — based
on annual sales — is because fixed annuity agents are already acting under a higher standard of conduct.

If a fiduciary-only
standard is adopted
by either the SEC or
DOL, the effect will
be catastrophic

If a fiduciary-only standard is adopted by either the
SEC or DOL, the effect will be catastrophic on all but
the most affluent Americans. The suitability standards
currently in place are effective and permit mass and middle market Americans to work with a
financial professional, regardless of the modesty of their assets.
The adoption of fiduciary-only standard, especially by the DOL, would effectively bar 80 to 90
percent of African-Americans and Americans of Hispanic origin from receiving professional financial advice. A fiduciary-only standard is not needed and would harm the very people it was
designed to protect.

Benevolent Paternalism: Fiduciary-Only Standard
In this context, “benevolent paternalism” means when the government
takes the ability to make a decision away from the consumer, ostensibly for
the good of the consumer. An example would be former New York Mayor
Bloomberg’s decree banning eateries from offering a soda pop serving larger
than 16 ounces. The “Big Gulp” ban was overturned by the courts, but benevolent paternalism has not gone away. It is active in the annuity world.

Blue: 3025C
Red: 7620C
Black: is just black
Tag: is 70% tint of black

Annuity Agent
An agent is just that — one that works under the laws of agency as an appointed representative of the insurance company. The agent sells the carrier’s products and is compensated by the carrier for those sales. A fiduciary standard requires one
“to act in the best interest of the customer without regard to the financial or other interest of the
[party] providing the advice” [PriceWaterhouseCooper, 2010]. Although the two are not mutually exclusive, there are those who take the position that unless you are a fee-based compensated
fiduciary that you are harming the consumer.
Agent: One who agrees and is authorized to act on behalf of another, a principal, to legally bind
an individual in particular business transactions with third parties pursuant to an agency relationship. – West’s Encyclopedia of American Law, Edition 2
The SEC study found no evidence that the lack of a fiduciary standard harmed consumers (it
appears from the lack of evidence that neither the DOL nor current fee-based groups have even
bothered to look for evidence). The fiduciary model is a major threat to the fixed annuity distri-
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bution model that is currently structured to fairly compensate agents that work with less affluent
consumers. A change to the model would make it cost prohibitive to provide annuities to those
who may need them the most and would dramatically reduce sales from existing providers.

V. The Fiduciary-only Standard Discriminates
Against Minorities
Key Findings
Requiring a fiduciary-only standard unintentionally discriminates against minorities because a
disproportionate percentage does not have sufficient assets to be accepted as clients by most feebased fiduciary advisors.
The DOL should not revise current ERISA definitions because this would cause undue hardship
on over 88 million households. Since the median value of an IRA account is $34,000 and the median value of a 401(k) plan account is $30,000, a fiduciary-only standard for qualified accounts
would effectively deny the vast majority of Americans access to professional financial advice
[Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Survey of Income and Program Participation, 2011]. As we
show
Blue: 3025C
Red: 7620C
later, a fee-only advisor today typically requires at least $250,000 of investable assets before
takBlack: is just black
Tag:
is
70%
tint of black
ing on a client. Many larger firms have a $500,000 minimum. A common practice for these firms
to increase their “assets under management,” and subsequently their revenue, is to advertise
against annuities and recommend rolling annuity assets over to the firm to manage. They even
offer rebates on surrender charges as incentives. These same activities (investment advertising
and rebates) are against the law for annuity agents and/or insurance companies.
Insurance agents operate under higher standards, both in advertising and disclosure laws and
in suitability recommendation, than registered securities representatives, thus eliminating the
need for a fiduciary-only standard in the purchase of fixed annuities.
Section 913 of Title IX of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of
2010 (Dodd-Frank) called on the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to evaluate the
effectiveness of their current regulatory system. The SEC report was issued in January 2011. In
the report, the SEC said it believed that consumers did not understand the difference between a
fiduciary standard used by advisors and the suitability standard used by broker/dealers and concluded “therefore, in the interests of increasing investor protection and reducing investor confusion, the Staff recommends that both broker-dealers and investment advisers should be held to a
uniform fiduciary standard in providing personalized investment advice about securities to retail
customers that is no less stringent than the existing fiduciary standard of investment advisers.”
The SEC does not come out and directly say commission-based compensation should be eliminated, but it strongly hints it would end. As an example, under Costs to Retail Investors, includ-
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ing Loss of Investor Choice, the report says, “it has been recognized that a commission-based,
rather than fee-based, system of charges may pose a conflict” [SEC, 2011]. However, the report
does acknowledge that, “to the extent that accounts were converted from commission-based
accounts to fee-based accounts; investors would become susceptible to higher costs in certain
circumstances.” It also states the “underserved portions of the retail investor population ... might
be adversely affected.” Even though the SEC understands that a fiduciary-only fee-based standard posThe SEC does not
es the threat of higher costs to consumers and a loss
come out and directly
of financial services to certain sectors of the populasay commission-based
tion, it somehow manages to still conclude that, “the
recommended uniform fiduciary standard would in
compensation should
and of itself, not adversely impact such populations’
be eliminated, but it
access to financial products and services.”

strongly hints it would
end.

And we are now dealing with DOL’s push for a fiduciary-only standard, even though the existing definitions used by ERISA have proved more than adequate since they were enacted in the 1974. The
DOL had proposed rules that would categorically ban the payment of commissions for all
ERISA
Blue:
3025C
7620C
fiduciaries unless special permission is received in the form of a Prohibited TransactionRed:
ExempBlack: is just black
Tag: is 70% tint of black
tion; a pejorative title if ever there was one.
A fiduciary-only, fee-based model disenfranchises every consumer except those that are affluent
or mass-affluent. A fee-only approach amounts to sanctioned discrimination against minorities
who are the most affected.
Fiduciary-only Standard Creates Discrimination
More than 80 percent of fee-based advisors define their core market as clients with a minimum of
$250,000 [Franklin, 2011]. However, this fiduciary-only standard of $250,000 effectively means
large numbers of less affluent Americans — especially minority Americans — would not receive
any financial assistance from financial professionals. If the DOL model is enacted it would cause
even more problems because the bulk of the middle and mass market financial assets are in qualified accounts where the median value of an IRA account is $34,000 and the median value of a
401(k) plan account is $30,000 [U.S. Census, 2011].
A fiduciary-only standard would typically require minimum investable assets of $250,000
before a consumer could receive help from a financial professional. This means nine out
of ten African-Americans and Americans of Hispanic origin would have insufficient
assets to meet the minimum requirements to receive advice from a fee-based advisor.
If fee-based advisors were encouraged to drop their minimums and accept consumers with
investable assets of $100,000, this would still mean eight out of ten African-Americans and
Americans of Hispanic origin would have insufficient assets to meet the minimum require-
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ments and be unable to receive professional financial advice. The situation becomes dire if
the proposed DOL fiduciary is enacted.
The proposed DOL fiduciary-only standard means commission-based compensation would be
banned for all qualified accounts unless special permission was received to do a prohibited transaction. An African-American with an IRA has a mean account value of $39,423; if they participate
in a 401(k) or thrift plan, the mean value is $45,274. Americans of Hispanic origin participating in a 401(k) have a mean account value of $41,834 and those with IRAs have a $64,978 average value. Even if fee-based advisors were encouraged to drop their minimum account size to
$100,000, a statistically significant percentage of African-Americans and Americans of Hispanic
origin would have insufficient assets to receive financial help from advisors with their qualified
accounts when compared with white Americans.
Creating Confusion & Double-Standards
If the DOL proposed standard was adopted and the talked about SEC one was not, you could
have a situation where the financial professional would be able to apply an annuity solution to
the extra $25,000 sitting in a low-yielding savings account,
A fiduciary-only
but would not be allowed to discuss annuity solutions for the
Blue: 3025C
Red: 7620C
consumer’s $125,000 IRA that is fully exposed to stock marstandard would
Black: is just black
Tag: is 70% tint of black
ket risk.
effectively raise

these minimums
Not every fee-based fiduciary-only advisor has a minimum
so that the use of
account size, but those that do not tend to have minimum
fees. Doing a web search for fee-based advisor minimum
the agent’s time
account size, we found minimum annual fees ranging from
and expertise is
$1,875 to $6,500 [Marrion, 2013]. Consider a consumer with
justified.
only $60,000 of additional financial assets; those first year
fees would be equivalent to 3.1 to 10.8 percent of assets. Even if the consumer decided on a do-ityourself approach thereafter, those are still significant one-time hits.
By contrast, the typical minimum required to purchase a fixed annuity ranges from $5,000 to
$25,000, and is often $1,000 for qualified accounts. Fixed annuity agents can and do provide the
same professional service for consumers whether the annuity premium is $5,000 or $500,000.
A fiduciary-only standard would effectively raise these minimums so that the use of the agent’s
time and expertise is justified. The net effect would be a dramatic increase in the minimum annuity premium required, with the result that millions of consumers would be unable to purchase
an annuity and receive an income guaranteed for life.

The fiduciary-only standard effectively creates two classes — the affluent, with sufficient assets
to justify the time and fees of the advisor, and the much larger mass market, most of whom are
unable to get professional financial advice. The fiduciary-only standard places an excessive bur-
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den on African-Americans and Americans of Hispanic origin because far fewer meet the minimum threshold for financial advice.
The Fee-Only Model Can & Does Generate Higher Compensation versus
Commission-Based
The justification often used for a fiduciary-only fee based standard is that is it less expensive for
the consumer than commission-based compensation. Although that may be true for consumers
with substantial financial assets, it is not necessarily true for most consumers.
If a fee-only advisor accepts smaller accounts, the annual fee is often 2 percent of the assets year
after year after year [Franklin]. Let’s compare the compensation paid with a consumer who has
$100,000 and wants preservation of savings. In one case, the consumer will buy a fixed annuity,
in the other we will use an advisor with a 2 percent fee. In both cases we will assume the yield is
3 percent and the timeframe is five years.
Under the fee-based advisor method, the total advisor fees paid over five years would be $10,190.
However, an examination of 37 multiple-year guarantee annuity policies with a five-year rate
guarantee shows the average agent commission would be a one-time payment of $2,400Blue:
(annui3025C
Red: 7620C
tyratewatch.com, 06/26/14).
Black: is just black
Tag: is 70% tint of black

Assuming the consumer could even find a fee-based, fiduciary-only advisor willing to take a client with only $100,000, the advisor earns $7,790 more than the fixed annuity agent in compensation over the five years.

VI. Facts Demonstrate Fiduciary Costs Consumers
Much, Much More
One of the many problems in the DOL proposal is assuming that those that get paid on commission
automatically have a conflict of interest, while those that are fee-based compensated never do.
This example shows the flaws in that logic:
The earnings of a fee-based fiduciary are based on assets under management (AUM); the greater
the AUM, the greater the income. When the goal is building assets, the consumer and advisor’s
interest are parallel — they both benefit from higher assets. However, when the goal is producing
income by removing assets, their interests diverge — the more income the consumer takes, the
smaller the AUM and resultant fee income. It becomes even worse for the advisor when the consumer wants an income guaranteed to protect against longevity risk. Buying an annuity provides
the only guaranteed solution to longevity risk, but buying an annuity solves the life income problem and eliminates the need for the advisor. Granted, the annuity pays a one-time commission
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that averages 3 to 6 percent, depending on the annuity, but that pales next to the fee income that
is lost from lower AUMs in subsequent years.
The following chart compares the total fee income produced by selling a fixed annuity with a
guaranteed lifetime withdrawal benefit (GLWB), or using a fee-based method of advisor compensation. The assumptions are that we start with $100,000 at age 65. The fixed annuity paid a
one-time 6 percent commission, the advisor charges 1 percent a year, and both begin income at a
5 percent payout adjusted for 3 percent inflation (which is available on a few GLWBs). Although
the consumer is protected against the annuity going bust, let’s assume the advisor can generate a
5 percent net return. How much cumulative compensation does the advisor get with the annuity
versus being a fee-only advisor?
Cumulative Income
$20,000

Cumulative Annuity Commission

Cumulative Fee-Based Compensation

Yearly Annuity Income

Yearly Advisor-Based Income

Blue: 3025C
Red: 7620C
Black: is just black
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$15,000

$10,000

$5,000
65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94

The annuity provides a one-time commission of $6,000, the fee-based advisor matches that commission income by year six, has more than doubled it by year 13 and more than tripled the commission he would have received from the annuity by year 21. Why does the cumulative fee-based
income stop increasing at age 92? It turns out the advisor’s 5 percent return wasn’t enough so the
retiree ran out of both assets and income. Oops!
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VII. Facts Support Maintaining the 1974 ERISA Existing
Annuity Exemption
The Department of Labor is proposing a Rule that would
effectively establish a fiduciary-only standard whenever qualified money is involved (i.e., employer-sponsored
defined contribution plans IRAs). The SEC is examining
the standards that define what investment advice is and
who should be permitted to give it.

There are special
interest groups that
wish to change the
system to favor only
fee-based fiduciaries
with an end game
that only fee-based
compensation
survives.

The current standard is that registered investment advisors may, when acting as a fiduciary, charge fees for
investment advice. Registered representatives of a broker-dealer do not charge fees because they do not act
as fiduciaries, but they are held to a suitability standard
where they must know their customer and serve their best interest with a suitable product. This
“dual” system of advisors and representatives has worked successfully for three-quarters
of a century. However, there are special interest groups that wish to change the systemBlue:
to3025C
favor
Red: 7620C
only fee-based fiduciaries with an end game that only fee-based compensation survives.Black: is just black
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One of the DOL’s main promotional justifications is that under the current system advisors are
offering “conflicted” advice. As near as anyone can figure, that means accepting commissions for
product sales. But the DOL’s report does not cite any evidence of harm as a result of commissions.
Insurance advisors under the laws of agency are paid commissions based on the premium paid.
Investment advisors under the laws of trust are paid fees based on the assets managed. Using the
DOLs reasoning, isn’t payment of any kind conflicted?
The reason DOL — and those in favor of the Rule — use to try to justify this change is that consumers are “harmed” by the current model that permits both a commission and fee-based compensation model. Yet they produce no empirical evidence demonstrating consumers were harmed by
the current system. The few anecdotal pieces of information are produced without any facts to
determine harm or lack thereof. This paucity of data can only lead to a conclusion that the current dual system has NOT caused any harm to consumers. Indeed, upon close examination most
of the commentary surrounding this topic is opinion masquerading as fact. Even more startling,
when one examines actual enforcement actions taken by regulators, a multi-state study
found a fiduciary advisor was 11 times more likely to have been subject to an enforcement
action than a suitability broker.
Opinions Not Facts
On July 26, 2011, DOL Assistant Secretary Phyllis Borzi testified before the House Committee on Education and the Workforce, Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor, and Pen-
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sions in favor of a fee-only fiduciary standard. She
mentioned four studies to support her argument.
It should be pointed out that three of the studies
were only opinion pieces containing no actual results. The fourth study took place in Germany, using only German financial advisors, and the study
population had roughly 30 either commission-only or fee-only advisors — too small a sample to
meet validity requirements. Even these selective
results could only support saying that the method
of advisor compensation might improve investment decisions. The studies mentioned in the testimony did not contain facts supporting the notion that a fiduciary-only standard was better, or
that consumers were being harmed by the current regulatory system. Even Borzi was forced to
admit that “none of this research evidence necessarily demonstrates abuse.” [Borzi, 2011].
In an October 12, 2014 article in The New York Times, a fiduciary-only proponent conjectured
that “a fiduciary standard might protect people from brokers who are acting legally but who
aren’t recommending the best options for them” and went on to say that “evidence overwhelmBlue: 3025C
Red: 7620C
ingly suggests that investors suffer real financial harm” but failed to provide any evidence
or ciBlack: is just black
Tag:
is
70% tint of black
tations where “evidence” could be reviewed. Indeed, the author failed to respond to our request
for the “evidence.”
The Consumer Federation, which is urging a fiduciary-only standard, apparently had so little
success in finding evidence that the standard of suitability harmed consumers that they recently
resorted to appealing to social media to find “horror stories.” The Federation went so far as to say
“our case will be more compelling to the Department and law makers when we have personal
stories.”
Sadly, since the call to arms, they have yet to present any
evidence supporting their allegation that consumers
were harmed when commissions were earned instead of
fees.
Just the Facts
The North American Securities Administrators Association (NASAA) released its 2013 report on securities
enforcement actions in October 2014. Broken down by
participants, there were 357 enforcement actions against
broker-dealer agents and 176 against investment adviser
representatives. On the face of it, there are twice as many
actions against broker-dealer agents as there are against
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Types of Cases
The survey also sheds light on the nature of those actions and the firms or individuals targeted in those
actions. 8 The survey requested that states report the “type” of violation that triggered or was at the
center of an action. In the relevant reporting period, 802 state enforcement cases involved fraud,
traditionally marked by material misrepresentations, false statements or a scheme designed to defraud or
deceive an investor, a sharp increase of 16 percent. 9
While these fraud cases could, and in many instances did, involve registered brokers or investment
advisers (or their agents or representatives), it appears that the majority of these fraud cases featured
unregistered individuals selling unregistered securities. States reported 583 actions involving unregistered
securities, and 667 actions involving unregistered firms or individuals.
The 2014 survey indicates that the states launched hundreds of investigations against registered members
of the securities industry. The states reported 521 investigations into dishonest or unethical practices by
securities licensees, 154 investigations involving books and records violations, 264 investigation involving
suitability, and 177 investigations involving failure to supervise. Dozens of other investigations looked at
cases of unauthorized trading, churning, and selling away.
The most common type of actor in or the subject of state securities enforcement actions were

unregistered individuals. A total of reported actions involved 810 unregistered individuals and
NASAA
REPORT
unregisteredENFORCEMENT
firms. Actions against licensed individuals
and firms are broken down in the following table.

2014 RActions
EPORT ON 2013 DATA
by Type of Industry Participant
Broker-Dealer Firms

Number of
Reported Actions
219

Broker-Dealer Agents

357

Investment Adviser Firms

174

Investment Adviser
Representatives
Insurance Firm or Agent

176

Actor

54

Table 7: Actions by Type of Industry Participant

Types of Products & Schemes
State securities regulators also reported the most common products that led to or were at the center of
enforcement actions. 10

PREPARED BY:
NASAA
ENFORCEMENT
Most
Reported Products &SECTION
Schemes 2013
(In order
of frequency 2014
OCTOBER
reported by states)

1.

Ponzi Schemes

2.

Real Estate Investments, including Promissory notes

3.

Internet Fraud including, Social Media and Crowdfunding

4.

Regulation D, Rule 506 offerings

5.

Affinity Frauds

6.

Oil and Gas offerings

Table 8: Most Reported Products

7
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investment advisors. However, the SEC and FINRA tables show, there are roughly 629,530 broker/dealer agents and only 28,000 investment advisors currently registered. What this means is,
on average, there was 1 action per 1,763 broker-dealer agents versus 1 action per 159 advisers. In other words, on an individual basis, a fiduciary-standard adviser was 11 times more likely
to have been subject to an enforcement action than a suitability-standard agent.
This is not an isolated occurrence. The SEC Study on Investment Advisers and Broker-Dealers required by Section 913 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act found
over a six-year period that investment advisers had a higher percentage of enforcement
actions compared with broker-dealers.
Conflicts of Interest
Many of the individuals and groups loudly demanding a fiduciary-only standard — which rewards a fee-based compensation business model — are those that use a fee-based compensation
model. The irony here is although one of the claims made
is that a fiduciary-only standard reduces conflicts of in...the industry
terests, the industry groups almost always fail to disclose
groups almost althat a fiduciary-only standard will lessen their competiBlue: 3025C
Red: 7620C
ways fail to disclose
tion and directly benefit their pocketbooks.
Black: is just black

Tag: is 70% tint of black
that a fiduciary-only
standard will lessen
their competition
and directly benefit
their pocketbooks.

As an example, a letter to the SEC dated Nov. 21 states,
“Investors who expect to rely on advice from an objective,
professional adviser may be misled into believing the sales
recommendations offered by broker-dealers constitute
such advice” [CFA et al, 2014]. However, at no point in this
letter that often defames any non-fee-based compensation
model does their objectivity extend to stating that some of the signatories to the letter will financially
benefit if a fiduciary-only model is adopted and that, over time, the annual imposition of fees can result in significantly higher costs to the consumer than a non-fee-based model.

The other important fact, not mentioned by the proponents, is that to expand their current feebased model (which typically serves those with $500,000 in investable assets) affordably to average American consumers means that the business model will have to change to create critical
mass. For that to occur, firms and advisors must consolidate, leading to the survival of only the
largest firms. Once again, leaving the Main Street consumer with fewer professional options,
more costs and less personally-tailored recommendations.
These are just the cold, hard facts. Not only do they fail to support a conclusion that commission-based compensation harms the consumer, but, if anything, suggest that a fiduciary standard
is more problematic in protecting consumers, more costly and affordable only for those with
higher wealth.
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This does not mean that we believe fee-based fiduciary advisers represent a greater threat to
consumers and thus require the DOL or the SEC to allow only commission-only based compensation. Instead, the reality is the current system of two methods of compensation with any and
all conflicts of interest fully disclosed has worked well for 70 years.

VIII. Insurance Advisors Are Controlled by Rigorous
Regulatory Standards
Those pushing for a fiduciary-only standard fail to understand the difference between advisors,
stockbrokers and fixed annuity agents. First, neither registered investment advisors nor securities representatives are licensed by the states they do business in, but merely registered with
those entities. Just as a business must register with the state to open a shop to sell goods and
services, a securities or financial advisor salesperson must also register with the state. Securities
salespeople have an additional requirement in that they must also register with a federally recognized self-regulatory organization, which, anymore, means FINRA. This allows these securities
vendors to collect commission and/or fees on mutual funds and other products and services they
provide to consumers. However, neither these advisors nor securities representatives are
Blue:agents
3025C
Red: 7620C
of the mutual funds; they are simply registered.
Black: is just black
Tag: is 70% tint of black

By contrast, fixed annuity agents have been licensed by the states they do business in to act as
agents for insurance companies and are bound to act in accordance with the common law requirements of agency. These agents do not simply register with their states, they must pass tests
of both competence and character before they are granted a state license.
As an example of this important difference, under Missouri Revised Statutes Chapter 409, Regulation of Securities, Section 409-004.412, the registration of a securities representative or investment advisor may be denied if the individual (d) (3) has been convicted of a felony or misdemeanor involving a security, a commodity future or option contract, or an aspect of a business
involving securities, commodities, investments, franchises, insurance, banking, or finance. These
are very specific black and white rules relating only to criminal conviction and, more narrowly,
criminal convictions of financial crimes, that could bar initial registration.
By contrast, under Missouri Revised Statutes Chapter 375, Provisions Applicable to All Insurance
Companies, Section 375.141 the insurance department may refuse to issue a license if the individual has been convicted of a crime (1)(6) involving moral turpitude; or has used (1)(8) fraudulent,
coercive, or dishonest practices, or untrustworthiness in the conduct of business in this state.
To become licensed as an insurance agent, the person must demonstrate that they have never
behaved in a way that “violates the moral sentiment or accepted moral standards of the community,” or been dishonest in any business dealings even if no formal crime occurred. The bar to
become an insurance agent is significantly higher than that to become securities registered.
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In addition, even after an insurance agent has been licensed by the state they must find an insurance carrier that will appoint them, supervise them, and permit them to act as their agent.
Insurance carriers review each and every application for appointment and sometimes agents
are denied the opportunity to be become an agent for that carrier. This review process occurs
every time the agent applies to work for a new carrier. By contrast, I was president of a securities
broker/dealer for over seven years and not once did a mutual fund company ever ask to see the
credentials of the representatives selling their products.
In the fixed annuity world, agents are required to pass a test of both their competence and moral
character before they are licensed by the state. And this is only the first step. They then must go
through an appointment process with each and every insurance carrier they wish to work with
and must be found not wanting. Even after the agent has passed muster for the state and each
carrier, they then will have each and every annuity application reviewed for each of 12 points to
determine that the sale is suitable for the consumer and to determine if the consumer will benefit
from the annuity [NAIC, 2010].
Finally, the SEC has no net-worth minimums for their investment advisors and the NASAA requires investment advisors have a net worth of $35,000. So, if there is a breach of fiduciary
and
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money is lost in the market or through fees, the fiduciary may be liable for the breach,Red:
but
may
Black: is just black
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not have all of the assets necessary to cover the loss.
Under the Standard of Suitability, the insurance company is liable for any unsuitable sales and
the state requires minimum reserving and solvency requirements for every carrier doing business in their state.

IX. Consumers Aren’t Confused; They Simply Want Fairness
A recent study that gets mentioned quite a bit
by fiduciary proponents is “Fiduciary — Do
investors know what it means?” by the Spectrem Group.

Roughly three-quarters of
those consumers surveyed
think a fiduciary is someone that manages assets
and has a legal or ethical
relationship with the consumer.

What the fiduciary-only proponents focused
on was the finding that more than 80 percent of investors believe their financial professional is a fiduciary. This finding caused
quite a bit of clucking with the implication
that these poor consumers were being misled, because in many cases their professional was not
a fiduciary and they thought he was. However, if one reads the entire study, one may take away a
different understanding.
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The study found roughly three-quarters of those consumers surveyed think a fiduciary is
someone that manages assets and has a legal or ethical relationship with the consumer.
This broad definition would include all annuity agents, brokers and advisors, unless one wishes
to argue that the actions of entire group are unethical, or that a consumer has no legal recourse if
harmed by one of these groups.
Roughly half of the high net worth and two-thirds of the millionaires define a fiduciary as a professional looking out for the client’s best interest and this appears to imply the majority want a
fiduciary relationship. However, what is missing is the definition of what “looking out for client’s
best interest” means to the consumer. It would have been helpful if the survey had asked if a fiduciary “recommends suitable products,” and
then noted if there was a difference in reOver half the mass affluent
sponses between these questions, but that
prefer that their financial
wasn’t done. Only half of the individuals
thought that a fiduciary was a “relationship
professional be compenbased on confidence, good faith and trust.”
sated though commissions

and not fees.
Perhaps consumers aren’t that confused.
Blue: 3025C
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Slightly more than 40 percent feel that their
Black: is just black
70%
tint of black
financial professional is more concerned about selling them a product, but they appear Tag:
to isbe
OK
with that. Although getting rid of commissions is a cornerstone of the DOL Fiduciary Standards
proposal, over half the mass affluent prefer that their financial professional be compensated though commissions and not fees — over 40 percent of millionaires also prefer commission-based compensation to the paying of fees.
The reality of the study is not that consumers are being confused and misled because they want
a fiduciary standard, but that consumers want someone that is going treat them ethically. The
reality is not that consumers want commissions to go away – half of them prefer paying commissions instead of paying fees. The reality of the study is that regardless of whether the person
across from them is acting as a fiduciary or not, the consumer realizes the other party has biases
affecting their advice and takes that into account when making any financial decisions.
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ABOUT Advantage Compendium Ltd.
(www.advantagecompendium.com)
Advantage Compendium is led by Jack Marrion, providing research and consulting service. He
has conducted a broad scope of research ranging from the behavioral economic reasons on how
consumers make financial decisions to industry impact models. He also serves as a Research
Fellow for Webster University.
His insights on the annuity and retirement income world have appeared in hundreds of publications including Best’s Review, Business Week, Kiplinger, The New York Times, The Washington
Post, and The Wall Street Journal. In 2006 the National Association of Insurance Commissioners
asked him to address their annual meeting and teach regulators the realities of index annuities.
In 2009 Dr. Marrion was asked to speak at the Washington regulatory meeting on how seniors
make decisions. Best’s Review said he was likely to affect the course of the industry.
Prior to forming Advantage Compendium Dr. Marrion was president and owner of an NASD
broker/dealer with offices in nine states, and formerly vice president of a life insurance company
and previously vice president of an NYSE investment banking firm. He has a BBA from the UniBlue: 3025C
versity of Iowa, an MBA from the University of Missouri and his doctorate from Webster
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versity in the area of cognitive bias in decision-making formed a new paradigm in understanding
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how biases affect decision-making. Neither Jack Marrion nor Advantage Compendium sell or
endorse any financial product.

ABOUT Americans for Annuity Protection, Inc.
The Americans for Annuity Protection defends the rights of Americans to maintain their financial independence. Americans have been left with fewer options for their post-work years. Instead of enjoying the fruits of their labors, they are worrying about who will support them when they will be most
vulnerable. We believe these times call for the iron-clad promise of insurance products.
Americans for Annuity Protection (AAP) is a nonprofit 501c4 organization formed in 2015 by insurance and annuity veterans to provide expert advice to those making decisions that will impact
annuities and Americans’ ability to consider an annuity. AAP is dedicated to preserving a diverse
and competitive marketplace for annuities, serving Americans across the economic spectrum.
Our offices are located in Phoenix, Arizona; Washington DC and Camp Hill PA
We can be reached at 800-486-1898 or info@AAPnow.org
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